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  Frank Kane's Taming Big Data with Apache Spark and Python Frank Kane,2017-06-30 Frank Kane's hands-on Spark
training course, based on his bestselling Taming Big Data with Apache Spark and Python video, now available in a
book. Understand and analyze large data sets using Spark on a single system or on a cluster. About This Book
Understand how Spark can be distributed across computing clusters Develop and run Spark jobs efficiently using
Python A hands-on tutorial by Frank Kane with over 15 real-world examples teaching you Big Data processing with
Spark Who This Book Is For If you are a data scientist or data analyst who wants to learn Big Data processing
using Apache Spark and Python, this book is for you. If you have some programming experience in Python, and want
to learn how to process large amounts of data using Apache Spark, Frank Kane's Taming Big Data with Apache Spark
and Python will also help you. What You Will Learn Find out how you can identify Big Data problems as Spark
problems Install and run Apache Spark on your computer or on a cluster Analyze large data sets across many CPUs
using Spark's Resilient Distributed Datasets Implement machine learning on Spark using the MLlib library Process
continuous streams of data in real time using the Spark streaming module Perform complex network analysis using
Spark's GraphX library Use Amazon's Elastic MapReduce service to run your Spark jobs on a cluster In Detail Frank
Kane's Taming Big Data with Apache Spark and Python is your companion to learning Apache Spark in a hands-on
manner. Frank will start you off by teaching you how to set up Spark on a single system or on a cluster, and
you'll soon move on to analyzing large data sets using Spark RDD, and developing and running effective Spark jobs
quickly using Python. Apache Spark has emerged as the next big thing in the Big Data domain – quickly rising from
an ascending technology to an established superstar in just a matter of years. Spark allows you to quickly extract
actionable insights from large amounts of data, on a real-time basis, making it an essential tool in many modern
businesses. Frank has packed this book with over 15 interactive, fun-filled examples relevant to the real world,
and he will empower you to understand the Spark ecosystem and implement production-grade real-time Spark projects
with ease. Style and approach Frank Kane's Taming Big Data with Apache Spark and Python is a hands-on tutorial
with over 15 real-world examples carefully explained by Frank in a step-by-step manner. The examples vary in
complexity, and you can move through them at your own pace.
  Learn System Center Configuration Manager in a Month of Lunches James Bannan,2016-06-26 Summary Learn System
Center Configuration Manager in a Month of Lunches is a super-practical guide to Microsoft System Center
Configuration Manager. In this book, you'll cut to the chase and learn the administrative procedures and
techniques that will keep your systems humming smoothly. Purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free
PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook from Manning. Also available is all code from the book. About the Technology
Businesses rely on a complex patchwork of client computers, physical and virtual servers, middleware, mobile
devices, and cloud services. Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM) sits in the middle of this mix,
providing a single administrative control center to deploy and manage Windows servers and applications across your
entire infrastructure, including cross-platform management of Mac OS X, Linux, and UNIX. To get up to speed with
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the day-to-day tasks of managing a system with ConfigMgr, all you need is this book—and a quiet place to eat your
lunch. About the Book Learn System Center Configuration Manager in a Month of Lunches is a super-practical guide
to Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager. In this book, you’ll cut to the chase and learn the
administrative procedures and techniques that will keep your systems humming smoothly. Whether you’re a new
sysadmin or you already understand the inner workings of Active Directory and Windows Server, you’ll be productive
immediately as you work through the 22 self-contained lessons in this handy tutorial. What's Inside Covers the
latest build of Configuration Manager How to simplify updates, operating system deployment, and reporting Cross-
platform and mobile management including Linux, OS X, and Windows Smart application delivery About the Reader No
prior experience with System Center Configuration Manager needed. About the Author James Bannan is a Cloud and
Datacenter Management MVP based in Australia. Table of Contents Before you begin Setting up your lab environment
Making ConfigMgr aware of your environment Managing ConfigMgr devices and users Organizing devices and users
Configuring ConfigMgr clients Creating and configuring applications with the AppModel Deploying applications and
packages to ConfigMgr clients Ensuring that ConfigMgr clients can access content Keeping ConfigMgr clients patched
Preparing to deploy Windows Deploying Windows Advanced deployment of Windows with ConfigMgr and MDT Managing Linux
clients Deploying to Linux and Mac clients Managing anti-malware with ConfigMgr Making sure clients are healthy
Reporting in ConfigMgr Keeping an eye on your clients What to do when things go wrong Securing ConfigMgr All
engines full steam ahead
  Photoshop CS4 Christophe Boucourt,2009
  Handbook of Data Compression David Salomon,Giovanni Motta,2010-01-18 Data compression is one of the most
important fields and tools in modern computing. From archiving data, to CD-ROMs, and from coding theory to image
analysis, many facets of modern computing rely upon data compression. This book provides a comprehensive reference
for the many different types and methods of compression. Included are a detailed and helpful taxonomy, analysis of
most common methods, and discussions on the use and comparative benefits of methods and description of how to use
them. Detailed descriptions and explanations of the most well-known and frequently used compression methods are
covered in a self-contained fashion, with an accessible style and technical level for specialists and non-
specialists.
  Windows PowerShell in 24 Hours, Sams Teach Yourself Timothy L. Warner,2015-05-02 In just 24 lessons of one hour
or less, Sams Teach Yourself Windows PowerShell in 24 Hours helps you streamline all facets of Windows
administration, supercharging your effectiveness as an IT professional or power user. This book’s straightforward,
step-by-step approach shows you how to build and run scripts, extend Windows PowerShell reach, manage computers
remotely, and automate a wide variety of tasks on any modern Windows server or client. Every lesson builds on what
you’ve already learned, giving you a rock-solid foundation for real-world success! Step-by-step instructions
carefully walk you through the most common PowerShell scripting tasks. Practical, hands-on examples show you how
to apply what you learn. Quizzes and exercises help you test your knowledge and stretch your skills. Notes, tips,
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and cautions point out shortcuts, pitfalls, and solutions. Learn how to... Install, configure, and explore Windows
PowerShell (including updates for PowerShell 5) Leverage .NET’s remarkable power and scope with easy-to-use
cmdlets Build new scripts with the console, ISE visual tools, and other popular hosts Apply best practices for
writing more reliable, flexible, team-friendly scripts Work effectively with the pipeline, objects, and data
Extend Windows PowerShell reach via providers, drives, and output Run external tools like ping, ipconfig, and
tracert from within PowerShell Remotely manage computers with basic and advanced remoting (WinRM), WMI, and Regex
Configure Windows devices across the web with PSWA Sort, filter, measure, format, export, and convert script
output Run Windows PowerShell flexibly, using background and scheduled jobs Customize your environment with
profile scripts, alternate credentials, thirdparty tools, and packages Strengthen your control over Windows
systems and services with Desired State Configuration Administer key tasks on SQL Server, SharePoint, and other
Windows servers Master PowerShell skills needed to earn many Microsoft certifications
  BUSY Made Easy Dr K Chaudhry, Dr K Chaudhry is First Author of Jaypee Brothers, Number One Medical Publishers in
India. First book of Dr K Chaudhry, as also of Jaypee Brothers, was published during the year 1968. In addition,
Dr K Chaudhry is Youtube Celebrity with fans in all Countries. He is Famous for his English Versions of Bollywood
and Pakistani Songs. Patrick French's India A Portrait has three pages on Dr K Chaudhry. His versatility shows up
in his Horoscope software, Global Malls Yellow Pages, BMI Registered lyrics. Google DOCTORKC to view Abhishek
Bachhan tweet, Patrich French interactions, and huge number of songs.
  A First Course In Computers (Based On Wi Sanjay Saxena, If you are one of those who love technology, not for
technology's sake, but for what it can do for you, and if you want to be able to say that you �Know Computers�
instead of �No Computers�, this is the book for you! A First Course in Computers is a computer manual, quick
guide, helpdesk and your computer teacher, all rolled in one. Just keep the book in front of you, look at the
sample exercises given at the beginning of each section and start following the step-by-step visual instructions
to complete the exercise. Learn easily and effectively�learn by doing.
  Data Compression David Salomon,2007-03-20 This book provides a comprehensive reference for the many different
types and methods of compression. Included are a detailed and helpful taxonomy, analysis of most common methods,
and discussions on the use and comparative benefits of methods and description of how to use them. Detailed
descriptions and explanations of the most well-known and frequently used compression methods are covered in a
self-contained fashion, with an accessible style and technical level for specialists and nonspecialists. Comments
and suggestions of many readers have been included as a benefit to future readers, and a website is maintained and
updated by the author.
  Computer Security John M. Carroll,2014-05-20 Computer Security, Second Edition aims to present different ideas
and practices that promote the prevention of attacks on computer systems and data being compromised. The book is
divided into five parts. Part I covers the important elements of computer security and case histories of computer-
related crimes. Part II discusses the organizations and models for the protection of information. Part III talks
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about the physical security involved and access control involved in data protection. Part IV deals with the
different measures employed to promote security in the communication between computers. Part V explains systems
security, its access control, and integrity. The text is recommended for people involved in the promotion of
computer security, especially programmers and IT practitioners, in institutions where computer-processed
information is crucial and must be protected.
  Proceeding of 2021 International Conference on Wireless Communications, Networking and Applications Zhihong
Qian,M.A. Jabbar,Xiaolong Li,2022-07-12 This open access proceedings includes original, unpublished, peer-reviewed
research papers from the International Conference on Wireless Communications, Networking and Applications
(WCNA2021), held in Berlin, Germany on December 17-19th, 2021. The topics covered include but are not limited to
wireless communications, networking and applications.The papers showcased here share the latest findings on
methodologies, algorithms and applications in communication and network, making the book a valuable asset for
professors, researchers, engineers, and university students alike. This is an open access book.
  Test Drive Blender John M. Blain,2016-12-19 This book will introduce you to the controls and steer you towards
understanding what Blender can do. With this program you can create 3D models of objects and characters. The
objects and characters can be placed in scenes. The scenes are captured by camera and rendered into digital
images. The objects and characters can be animated and then, again, captured by camera and rendered to video
files. Video files can then be compiled into movies. This book will show you how to make the Blender program go
through some of its paces and give you an insight into this fantastic world. You will be shown the controls and
given operation instructions allowing you to activate a variety of features.
  InfoWorld ,1986-12-15 InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and
Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people, companies, and projects.
  Network Computing and Information Security Jingsheng Lei,Fu Lee Wang,Mo Li,Yuan Luo,2013-11-19 This book
constitutes the proceedings of the Second International Conference on Network Computing and Information Security,
NCIS 2012, held in Shanghai, China, in December 2012. The 104 revised papers presented in this volume were
carefully reviewed and selected from 517 submissions. They are organized in topical sections named: applications
of cryptography; authentication and non-repudiation; cloud computing; communication and information systems;
design and analysis of cryptographic algorithms; information hiding and watermarking; intelligent networked
systems; multimedia computing and intelligence; network and wireless network security; network communication;
parallel and distributed systems; security modeling and architectures; sensor network; signal and information
processing; virtualization techniques and applications; and wireless network.
  Understanding Digital Cinema Charles S. Swartz,2005 The definitive work on digital cinema by all the Hollywood
insiders!
  Rahasia Menghemat Ruang Hard Disk Jubilee Enterprise,
  Web Coding Bible (HTML, CSS, Javascript, PHP, SQL, XML, SVG, Canvas, WebGL, Java Applet, ActionScript, jQuery,
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WordPress, SEO and many more) Chong Lip Phang,2015-01-23 This fixed-layout eBook teaches all essential web
technologies from A to Z. Skillfully written, extremely succinct, with a lot of tables, diagrams, examples and
screen output, it touches the latest experimental technology in action. Covering some hardly documented 'tricks'
beyond the basics, this book guarantees to transform an Internet newcomer to an accomplished web developer. For
every web developer, it is a handy must-have. As we know, various web technologies are interconnected and it is
impossible to fully master one technology without knowing another. Traditionally, a serious web developer needs to
rely on several books or sources when coding a website. This book represents an all-in-one solution. It presents
to you a holistic view of all essential web technologies. It means spending less money and time in learning more.
The topics include HTML, CSS, JavaScript, PHP, AJAX, SQL, XML, XPath, XSD, XQuery, XSLT, SVG, Canvas, WebGL, Java
Applet, Flash ActionScript, Red5, Firebase, WebRTC, htaccess, mod rewrite, jQuery, cURL, WordPress, SEO etc. (This
eBook should be read using a fixed-layout-compatible (epub3) reader such as the Gitden Reader in Android.)
  大学计算机应用技术 李敬兆主编,2013-09-01 大学非计算机专业的学生需要掌握计算机基础知识以便更好地为本专业服务，为此编写了这套教材。该教材组织结构合理、内容新颖，既有计算机软、硬件基础知识，操作系统基础及应用，办公
软件及其他应用软件介绍，也有计算机信息管理、计算机网络、多媒体、信息安全和网页制作等应用技术。该教材内容深入浅出、循序渐进，文字通俗易懂，图文并茂，可供大学理、工、文、医、管、经等学科非计算机专业学生作为教材使用，也可供具有一定
计算机基础知识的人员自学使用。
  ZDNet Software Library 10,000 Preston Gralla,1997 The ZDNet Software archive is one of the premier storage lots
of quality shareware on the Internet today. Contained in the archive are over 10,000 pieces of software, and
unlike competing directories, these items are reviewed by the editors of ZDNet. The two CD-ROMS have a custom
interface designed by ZDNet, featuring live links to the Internet.
  Electronic and Electrical Engineering Lionel Warnes,2017-03-14 A third edition of this popular text which
provides a foundation in electronic and electrical engineering for HND and undergraduate students. The book offers
exceptional breadth of coverage without sacrificing depth. It uses a wealth of practical examples to illustrate
the theory, and makes no excessive demands on the reader's mathematical skills. Ideal as a teaching tool or for
self-study.
  PC Mag ,1991-12-17 PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of
the latest products and services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying
decisions and get more from technology.

Fuel your quest for knowledge with is thought-provoking masterpiece, Explore Winrar32bit . This educational ebook,
conveniently sized in PDF ( *), is a gateway to personal growth and intellectual stimulation. Immerse yourself in
the enriching content curated to cater to every eager mind. Download now and embark on a learning journey that
promises to expand your horizons. .
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The Depression and Bipolar Disorder
Update (Disease ... Amazon.com: The
Depression and Bipolar Disorder

Update (Disease Update):
9780766028012: Silverstein, Alvin,
Silverstein, Virginia B., Nunn, ...
The Depression and Bipolar Disorder
Update (Disease ... The book
includes practical sidebars and
chapters highlight individuals who
struggle with these disorders.
Depression can happen to anyone at
any time, making ... An Update on
Treatment of Bipolar Depression Aug
11, 2020 — Nierenberg's primary
research interests are treatment
resistant depression, bipolar
depression, and the longitudinal
course of mood disorders. Bipolar
depression: a major unsolved
challenge - PMC by RJ Baldessarini ·
2020 · Cited by 151 — Depression in
bipolar disorder (BD) patients
presents major clinical challenges.
As the predominant psychopathology
even in treated BD, ... Depression
and Bipolar Support Alliance: DBSA
Living with depression or bipolar
disorder? Find free support groups,
resources, and wellness tools.
Management of Bipolar Depression -
PMC by JS Chang · 2011 · Cited by 10
— To date, bipolar depression is
often misdiagnosed and ineffectively
managed both for acute episodes and
residual symptoms. An Update on
Treatment of Bipolar Depression -
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YouTube Depression Preceding
Diagnosis of Bipolar Disorder by C
O'Donovan · 2020 · Cited by 44 —
This paper focuses on depression
that precedes an onset of manifest
bipolar disorder as early stage
bipolar disorder. First, we review
how ... Depressive disorder
(depression) Mar 31, 2023 —
Depressive disorder (also known as
depression) is a common mental
disorder. It involves a depressed
mood or loss of pleasure or interest
in ... My Story: Master Sgt.
Benjamin Hunt Jul 10, 2020 —
Benjamin Hunt joined the Indiana Air
National Guard because it was a
family tradition to serve, serve his
community, plus the benefits and
life ... SGT Benjamin Casey Hunt
Obituary - Killeen, TX May 1, 2019 —
Benjamin was born on September 27,
1983 in Twin Falls, ID to Lori Smith
and Kenneth Hunt. He Joined the Army
on January 3rd, 2008. His eleven ...
Military Service Records The
National Archives is the official
repository for records of military
personnel who have been dis charged
from the U.S. Air Force, Army,
Marine Corps, Navy ... What is the
worst thing you've ever experienced
in ... Sep 3, 2015 — When my Drill
sergeant looked at me and said

“You're going home.” I was on week
six, had just one more week to go
before graduating and going on ...
Experiencing God's Presence in my
Military Service (Part 1) Feb 8,
2020 — God used me to love my
neighbors by meeting their needs;
God gave me understanding about the
eternal value of military service;
God was with me ... U.S. Bases in
Thailand During the Vietnam War and
Agent ... Aug 12, 2019 — The first
base of operations for American
forces was at Takhli Royal Thai Air
force Base, which is located
approximately 144 miles northwest
of ... House Report 117-391 -
MILITARY CONSTRUCTION ... ...
military personnel and their
families' quality of life is
preserved. The total ... Evans,
Deputy Chief of Staff of the Army,
G9 Sergeant Major Michael A. Ranger
Hall of Fame Aug 31, 2023 — Staff
Sergeant Robert J. Pruden is
inducted into the Ranger Hall of
Fame for extraordinary courage and
gallantry in action as a Ranger
qualified ... On Point: the United
States Army in Operation Iraqi
Freedom Mar 23, 2003 — On Point is a
study of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM
(OIF) as soon after the fact as
feasible. The Army leadership

chartered this effort in a
message ... Accounting and Finance
An Introduction 8th Edition ... -
Issuu Apr 4, 2019 — Three progress
tests, with solutions. Each of these
contains ten multiple choice
questions, ten missing word
questions and either two or
three ... Atrill And Mclaney 8th
Edition Solutions In a period
characterized by interconnectedness
and an insatiable thirst for
knowledge, the captivating potential
of verbal expression has emerged as
a ... McLaney&Atrill: AFAI_p8 (8th
Edition) Accounting and Finance: An
Introduction, now in its eighth
edition, contains all the
information you need to start your
business career. With its use of ...
Accounting and Finance - An
Introduction, 8th Edition ATRILL •
MCLANEY • HARVEY • CONG. ACCOUNTING.
AN INTRODUCTION. Page 2. v ...
Solutions to activities. 664.
Management accounting capstone case
2. 667. Glossary. Peter Atrill Study
guides, Class notes & Summaries
Complete Solutions Manual for
Accounting: An Introduction, 8th
edition 8e by Peter Atrill Eddie
McLaney David Harvey Ling Mei Cong.
BU-FIN.docx - Business Finance Eddie
McLaney 8th ... View BU-FIN.docx
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from B_A MISC at Washington State
University. Business Finance Eddie
McLaney 8th Edition Theory and
Practice BUSINESS FINANCE Theory
and ... Financial Management For
Decision Makers 8th Edition ...
Financial Management for Decision
Makers 8th Edition Edition Atrill
Solutions Manual - Read online for
free. Solution Manual to Financial
Accounting 8th edition ... Aug 14,
2021 — Solution Manual to Financial

Accounting 8th edition-McGraw-Hill
(2013) Robert Libby, Patricia Libby,
Daniel Short - · Module · Solutions
Manual. Accounting and Finance for
Non-Specialists ... 8th-Edition" ...
Search results. Accounting and
Finance for Non-Specialists. 12th
Edition. Peter Atrill, Eddie
McLaney. Multiple ISBNs available. 5
options from £ ...
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